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THEORY OF COMPLETELY INTEGRABLE EQUATIONS 
REIZINSH L., RIGA, USSR 
Let ua con3ider a completely integrable equation 
d*= P(x)di, CD 
where r^ I G - > IR, b i s an open domain in IR, PsC and eat ie f ies 
the cond ition of complete integrabi l i ty: 
DP;(*)R(*)~DP,(*)F>.(A 
If we regard the solution of the equation (1) as a function 
then we can prove the local existence theorem, the local uniqueness 
theorem, and the continuity with respect to the initial values, i. e. 
the continuity of the function Y'/cj*) at i € Q » but not the 
existence of maximal domain of definition [lj. Therefore alredy in 
[2Jf it was suggested to regard the solution of the equation (1) as 
a function 
f (•,*): Q(*) — G, 
where f(0,x)=*} Q (x) €!%.(#£'"), ^(iRT)is many-sheeted space 
multiply covering the Euclidean space I?"1, 06 is the multiplicity of 
covering p.' S~ (&*) -> ft"1 } 4+ o c ^ + 00. 
Thanks to such definition it is very simple to prove the exis-
tence and the uniqueness of maximal domain of definition G(x)ot a 
solution ¥(•>*).' 
In the standard way one can prove that every orbit ^(Vft/.^J 
of the equation (1) is a smooth manifold of a dimension k 0^fc< mt 
One can prove several theorems, analogous to those in the general 
theory of ordinary differential equations, for instance: 
!• If the rank (~ (P(**)) of the matrix P(xJ) ia equal k0y 
r (P(*)) = * < k0 > and x€ 3 ̂  ("fi &«),**)- then y? ̂  .*«,) =JL 
implies Urn \i\ » +»--»• 
2. If there is a compact set & c G *ft y X<,€ & , then 
there is a compact set A CI ̂ ?/^J)such that ^ ^ A implies 
<Y(*,x.\4)tB. 
In the considered theory there arises naturally the question of 
branching sets of definition domains of solutions. They can be defi-
ned analogously as in the theory of functions of complex variables. 
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The solutions of the system of equations 
_ dXi =d/z 
f - * 5 t X ^ f + ** <#z) for (jf+tfyU* 
MHA -(*?+4T2(((*<+***5)(4+**)x,+**) <-V, + 
[* «**+*<*,)(*?+*;)*,+*,) dtfto* (j<,z+xl)xt)>s 
D 0* O 
with orbits in the domain (jL +JLZ )*X* >4 have the definition do-
main with one branching point. If the orbits are in the domain 
f'X.f +Jf* ) JC* ̂  4 9 the corresponding solutions are defined on 
and the branching set is empty. Indeed, in the domain (^+^2/^5^7* 
the orbits are 
2 , Z 2. -2 .-' 
^5 ~ t** + ̂ a. + Ĵ jc ~ ***<> ~ ̂ 2 0 ) y 
but in the domain (JĈ  + j(2 )*Xj ^ ^ » they are 
*3 = &f + 4 * •(*£ - **o ~ **o) e*P (?. ~ to))'' 
where fi = A PC 4o (xz/j() j( JL JL and y£ are initial values. 
The system 
ĉ ota * (4ff%jf/)̂  f-J>» A, -U^y^cd^Re^^^cl^) 
^X .5 = 0 
has solutions with a -sheeted domains of definition with one branch-
ing point. Here, the orbits are X9^X90} j(^ -y- jca > 0 » the solu-
tions are 
^J^ohReff7~+7^~7^r+x40) *xfaW»$&pi£Sfo 
It is not necessary that all sheets have the same branching set. 
For instance, the system 
[dx4-di, 
dxt » d*t 
(k0,(*)d^ * koX(*)d4x 
d*Ah1,(*)d41 +h4Z(*)d*z 
U2, (*) di4 + A22 (*) d-iz 
for f(x)š O 
for 04 Ý0)šf 
for Ý (A>,4 
where 
d*з - Ac, ć*)«tø# + A в г W ^ O >(*)(ҷ>(*)-t)dx*0, 
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dx3 - h„ &V-V * /i*2(x)d/zO((2*(x)-<)£>y,(x) + W*)(yMDt, (*))&*Q> 
f. M = 4rc ty tjfz /(*, + 4% 
dxf - /UxW * ̂  ^ 4»((Zf (^D^fQfa^Df/^fyj^ * q 
yz(x)*Arciy(*z/(*,-<)) 
on the sheets for which the values of the solution are in the set 
{ **; 0 < V (*) -5 4 J k a s o n e branching point, but on the sheets 
for which the values of the solution are in the set £j<; y> (*)>'?] 
have two branching points. In the domain ^(^)^ O t orbits are 
*(*)(+(*)-*)=?(*,)(+(**)"') 
in the domain O < y> (x) < 4 > they are 
*(*) &(*)-*) **p(% (*)-f/*.f r(*JM*i~') 
and in the domain \p(x) > 4 » they are 
V (*) (*(*) -') **/> (a (*)+% (*h f(*°)(9 (*o)-4)e*p(* (*.)+%$ 
For /Z-J/y7«2 ©c*r <s»-> there are orbits, which are 
dense in some domain. For instance, orbits of the system 
(dt, - d-i, 
dt, . -(E(*'-4)*,+-ftif/*pldt, -(*^f(*)fz(*)V?<*z 
-*ere ffy), -(((jf-*)***?)**,-*) + !((*?-<)***i)4'^)M 
£ (x) - ((t*,-i)*+*;)-'+«((*<+#+ tly1)***;*, 
^fr).r^-*)V^)"Y^-^-^^)***v^^Ka 
in the domain ((x* -f)2 + Of**)^/" -4>& a r e everywhere dense if 
oC is irrational. In the domain ((#^-4) "̂ «*2 )*3 -*" ̂  orbits are 
The theorem of Kronecker involves that at constant JC, and j(2 the 
exponent has arbitrary value from an everywhere dense set. 
The existence of branching set of a solution Bhows that for 
completely integrable equations there is no theorem of reparametri-
zation and therefore one can not associate a dynamical system with 
the group jfl to such equation. Nevertheless, thankB to the theorem 
of the existence and the uniqueness of the maximal domain of defini-
tion one can define several concepts of dynamical systems. 
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The limit set of the solution w> (.,#„) is the set 
i- (*•) = O f(Q(*o)\\.(*.)tJtJ N 2G 
where /^ (*«) is a*"compact, /Ct- (*„) O KC+1(Ho)y UKC(*o)= Q(*o). 
The prolongation of the orbit *f(Q(Xo), Xo) is the set 
- W - / 7 L/{<f(Q(x)t*):x€ U(jt*,<r)} N9<? . 
cf>o 
Analogously one can define the prolongational limit set: 
I* опе сопв1йег8, 1пв-Ьеа<1 оГ *Ьв е^иа-Ь^оп (1), Ъпе е^иа^;^оп 
Ж* Р(*,*)& (2) 
па сап гейисе 11; *о "Ьпе вувЪеш 
с/л« Р(*у4)с1г^ <&шс/с (з) 
*Мсп пав -Ьпе вате Гогт ( 1 ) . ОгЫЬа оГ "Ьпе вув-Ьет (3) аге паЪигаПу 
*о са11 в!тр1е 1п*е&га1 тап!.Со1йв оГ *пе едиа*1оп (2), 
КеГегепсев 
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